Properties of the recB and recC gene products of Escherichia coli.
The properties of the recB and recC gene products of Escherichia coli were studied using recB and recC gene-inserted plasmids. recB mutants and recC mutants lacked ATP-dependent DNase (recBC enzyme) but showed apparent recovery of enzyme activity on introduction of plasmids carrying the recB and recC gene, respectively. The ATP-dependent DNase was also constructed in vitro by mixing the recB and recC gene products encoded by the plasmids with the corresponding gene. Specific labeling of plasmid-encoded proteins by the maxicell method showed that the recB and recC gene products were 135,000 and 125,000 dalton proteins, respectively. These results suggest that the recB and recC genes are the structural genes of the beta and alpha subunits, respectively, of the recBC enzyme. A gene that encodes a protein of about 100,000 daltons was found to be located between the recB and recC genes. But the product of this gene was shown not to be included in the recBC enzyme.